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Introduction

Complex networks: large interconnected networks that describe real systems, i.e., whose structure and 
properties are affected by the dynamics of interactions of its components.

Information networks
• the Internet
• telephone networks 
• transportation networks

Examples:

Web 2.0+
Online social networks, blogs, wikis, multimedia hosting services encouraged the development of 
user generated content, determining a recent availability of massive temporal networked datasets 

Social networks
• networks of acquaintances 
• collaboration networks 
• phone-call networks

2

This enabled studies of population-level characteristics and human interaction at an unprecedented scale.

This thesis investigates modeling approaches and algorithms to efficiently and effectively analyze such 
data to study problems related to human behavioral processes having an impact on the lifecycle of 

complex networks.
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Theory of social correlation

The tendency to connect with others that 
share certain similarity

Correlations exist between personal behaviors and attributes of connected users in a social network
[McPherson et al. 2001] 

[Singla et al. 2008]

Influence
Actions of a user can induce his 
connections to behave in a similar way

Homophily

“birds of a feather flock together”

environment / confounding variables
+ 
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selection 
(homophily)

influence spread through social ties, promotes opinion shifting and homogeneity

the tendency of people to interact with others who are similar to them, may lead to 
fragmentation.

Human society exhibits many forms of cultural diversity — like the different languages that are 
spoken, political or religious beliefs and interests.

Since the mid 20th century, sociological studies explain the origin of this diversity by the tension between 
these two forces.

What is culture?  "a set of non-genetic information that is 

available (i.e., information exists), 

accessible (i.e., information can be acquired), 

applicable (i.e., information is usable) to a group of people".

 [Y.Kashima, How can you capture cultural dynamics? Frontiers in psychology, 2014]  

Cultural diversity: sociological perspective
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Several lines of modeling work have attempted to capture their interplay:

• abstract the interactions that occur at the microscopic 
level as relationships between cultural types (groups)

• dynamic systems (discrete/cont. time)

• cultural flow
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t=0 t=T
[Abrams et al. 2003] 
[Kempe et al. 2013] 

[Anagnostopoulos et al.  2015] 
[Mai et al. 2016]

Modeling Cultural Dynamics

microscopic models

"The dissemination of culture"

• studies on political opinions
[DeGroot ’74] 

[Friedkin et al. ’90] 
[Hegelsmann et al. ’02] 

[Yildiz et al. ’10]
[Axelrod ’97]
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Works in this area exhibit a striking imbalance between theoretical modeling and empirical evidence
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Learning a macroscopic model of Cultural Dynamics

Macroscopic models are motivated by the large-scale setting:

• full social network and/or full interaction history is unknown

• longitudinal data 
time-series of group sizes (e.g., political affiliation, product adoption, cultural tastes,…)

We extend their models, aiming to perform validation on real datasets, to understand their predictive 
power on the short term:

• Explicitly characterizing the types in terms of features
• Proposing the Cultural Hypercube model, allowing for more realistic 

interaction patterns

[Kempe et al., EC 2013] Introduced the problem to the computer science community
Proposed suitable general models, but focused on theoretical (convergence) properties

11 6/40

[Anagnostopoulos et al.  ICDM’15]



Model overview

• population: set V of n cultural types (groups)

• each type is represented by a vector of m binary features

• cultural distance: hamming distance between vectors

• interaction-influence graphs over types

global mass vector at time t

Cultural dynamics

Socio-cultural system representation

000 001

100 101

010 011

111110

the Rock Jazz Country world

m = 3, n=8

each group has a mass at each point in time (possibly 0)

• masses evolve in time due to flow exchanges between groups (interaction-influence patterns)

12 7/40



Interaction: selection effects

Selection

"each person of type u is        times more likely to choose an interaction partner of its own type"

Interaction probability depends on the groups' relative masses + inter-group selection

Interaction mass of a type u: total mass with which u interacts

13 8/40

selection parameter (one for each group)

Rock JazzCountry



Group influence (microscopic mechanism)

Time step t

move100 011Rock Jazz Country 100Rock

110 Rock Jazz

Rock Country101influence parameter (one for each pair 
of types)

Time step t+1

14 9/40

After interaction occurs, a person of type u can be influenced to change one of its features to one of v



From micro to macro
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Cultural Flows
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Cultural Flows

Flow

16 11/40

Macroscopic update rule 

incoming flows outgoing flows

: an m-dimensional (binary) hypercube over VCultural Hypercube 
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Large-Scale Nonlinear System Identification

The update-rule relates the global mass-vector           to the previous                  through the (unknown) 
parameters of selection and influence

Model

Input: observations
mass of each group, for each timestamp  

one per node
one per influence edge

# params: 
quadratic(n)
large-scale

Objective: find that best fits the observed data under the model

parameters 
vector

e.g. 5 features = 
1024 params

real masses observations
regularization

model simulation over the whole timespan

(particle swarm)

80/20 
train-test 
proportion

17 12/40



The datasets contain complete information about songs (articles, for Wikipedia) listened (modified) by a set of 
users in a period of time. We consider activity history as a proxy for the evolution of user interests in 
time.

“Science and Technology”

“Politics, Society, Religion and Philosophy”

“History and Events”

“Arts, Culture, Literature and Music”

“Geography and Environment”

main topic categories

Data

“Pop/Rock”

“HipHop/RnB”

“Electronic”

“Jazz”

“World Music”

main music genres

Which are the group features?

18 13/40

Wikipedia (users’ editing articles)
Last.FM (users’ listening timeline) 



From activities to group masses

Users’ activity history Domain Based 
Classification

User Model
<user, track, time>

user-group 
assignment

+ aggregation 
activity score

forgetting
(exponential decay)

Observations
group masses for

 t=0 to T
genre identification

(social tags)

<user, track, time>
<user, track, time> Rock :0.8

Elec :0.2

19 13/47



From activities to group masses

We then consider the time series of the observations to fit our models with an 80%-20% train-test proportion.

Users’ activity history Domain Based 
Classification

User Model
<user, track, time>

user-group 
assignment

+ aggregation 
activity score

forgetting
(exponential decay)

Observations
group masses for

 t=0 to T
genre identification

(social tags)

<user, track, time>
<user, track, time> Rock :0.8

Elec :0.2
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Experimental Results (Last.fm)

Fitted models comparison5 features:

total groups

 {average mass}

20 14/40

NRMSE



On finding similar users

Indeed, the implications of correlations between users behaviors and preferences are not just 
sociological questions.

Provide key insights for personalization of services.

Viral marketing: rooted in the premise that a person’s similar social contacts provide a valuable 
predictor of future behavior

Recommender systems build suggestions based on the behavior and opinions of others who 
share similar features, (i. e., some encoding of displayed preferences, behaviors, or interests)

21 15/40

Applications depend on the kind of information available

[social network is known]

[social network may be unknown]

e.g., influencers-based social media campaigns



Recommender systems
build product suggestions based on user’s previous activity, and other users who display similar features 

e.g., Collaborative filtering

`

At
trib

ute
s

Use
rs

` To apply such an approach, one typically requires two things:

1. a measure of similarity (or dissimilarity) between users 
2. fast access to similar profiles

“find all pairs of users with similarity greater than a given threshold”

Naive approach: evaluate all               pairs

On finding similar users

16/40



Web-scale applications: challenges

[Indyk and Motwani ’98; Gionis et al ’99; Cohen et al. ’99]Locality-sensitive hashing (LSH)

(Approximate) filtering mechanism to remove pairs of low similarity from consideration:
1) Stores similarity-preserving representation of sets (fingerprints), based on universal hash functions
2) Candidate generation:

Guarantees:
1) linear time in input and output size
2) constant sized fingerprints
3) data-oblivious

23 17/40

Exact (optimized) methods: although perform filtering, use space

• Increasingly large user bases
• short running times
• strict space constraints

similar users collide with high probability

dissimilar users collide with low probability

[Cohen and Kaplan ’07]

[Thorup ’12,’13]
[Li and Konig ‘11]

2-wise independent hash functions
b-bit hashing

Works on optimizing fingerprints computation
bottom-k sampling



Handling dynamic data

24

Profiles of users evolve over time along with their activity.

Various “attributes” may be added to a user profile, yet also deleted, 
depending on the context.

xkcd.com
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Handling dynamic data

24

Profiles of users evolve over time along with their activity.

Various “attributes” may be added to a user profile, yet also deleted, 
depending on the context.

xkcd.com

18/40

Examples:

• Last.fm users may delete songs or artists from the library

• Twitter has an unfollow option

• Amazon allows to unmark items from recommendations 

http://xkcd.com


Problem statement

Sequence of tuples

Dynamic (turnstile) data-stream

User profiles: collection of               item sets                              

user

attribute

insert, delete

Our main contribution is an algorithm that maintains an LSH scheme for rational-set similarities
• Fast, space efficient
• Requires low independence (2-wise independent hash functions.)
• Outperforms previous approaches in case of deletions

25

LSH methods can be implemented in insertion-only streams, but cannot handle deletions
Deletions require expensive recomputations over the entire user profile (cannot be fully maintained in memory)

[Bury et al. WSDM ’18]

19/40



Previous work in dynamic data streams

[Bachrach and Porat ’15] approximation of Jaccard similarity using        sketches 

[Kane et al. ‘10] approximation of       norm of n       -dimensional vectors  

26 20/40

• When similarity 

• Space

• Constant update time

• does not imply/support an LSH

• Space

• Constant update time



Rational set similarities

Def. rational set similarity

Examples

Jaccard

Hamming

Symmetrically, is a rational set distance

27 21/40



LSH in dynamic streams

LSH scheme definition (Indyk and Motwani)

28 22/47



LSH in dynamic streams

LSH scheme definition (Indyk and Motwani)

Space bound 
Constant Update time 

Our main result

Reporting time
Limited independence 2-wise independent hash functions

28 22/47



Profile sketching

General idea
We only need to sample a sufficient number of item indexes from each set, to accurately estimate similarities.

Let      and       be suitably filtered sets where each index is included with probability

29 22/40

If                                                         , with probability at least

. 

“high” similarities 
(better approximation)

“low” similarities

Lemma



“Sensitive” values of k
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“Sensitive” values of k

We have to maintain multiple sets of samples in parallel for various values of k.
Jaccard:

If  will contain only few items and meet (by itself) a small space requirement

If k is too small might be too large to store: we use a nested hashing approach

30 23/40

but… cardinality 
varies with stream!A

A
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Total space
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Cardinality filtering (Jaccard)
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If a candidate pair meets the similarity threshold the cardinalities of the two sets must be “comparable”

1. scan sets 
linearly

2. send signature to 
“cardinality-based” bucket

3. return all candidates that 
have same signature in at 

least one bucket



Datasets

Synthetic sampled a large binary data-matrix from a benchmark dataset

• density:1% to 5%
• for every 100th row, we added an additional row with higher Jaccard similarity
• Stream: nonzero entries of each row, with 10% deletion probability
•                  rows,                                         columns

user listening histories dataset (tracks)

• track                               artist (1.2M artists)

• Stream:
emit (i, j, +1) user i listened to at least 5 songs by artist j

user i does not listen to any song by artist j for 6 months (exp. threshold) emit (i, j, -1) 

• density: 0:5%+
•                     users,                        artists 

33 28/47

n = 10K

MusicBrainzDB



[Synthetic] running time (insertion only)
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inverse sampling rate



[Synthetic] running time (fully dynamic)
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[Synthetic] Accuracy of similarity computation
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[Last.fm] Accuracy of similarity computation
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Conclusions

In addition to theoretical guarantees, we showed that our LSH algorithm has competitive running 
times with respect to established min-hashing approaches in the insertion-only case, and 
outperforms them in case of deletions

We provide scalable approximation algorithms for similarity search in fully dynamic data streams.
Specifically, we show:

1.How the distance function of any rational set similarity with an LSH can be             -approximated in 
dynamic streams via a black-box reduction from      -norm sketches

2.Designed and implemented a data structure to maintain an LSH scheme for Jaccard similarity with 
provable guarantees (yet weaker bounds)

Our algorithm is:
•  space efficient, 
•  easy to implement 
•  to the best of our knowledge the first of its kind able to process deletions
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Interest-driven advertising in Cities using Twitter

The collective information about similar users can be valuable, also when used in a different context: 
recommending physical locations for advertising in a city.

Our approach: 
1.Obtain information about users’ trajectories in a city
Identify the degree of interest of a set of users towards topics from a set of advertising categories 

In the framework of a budgeted optimization problem, we propose algorithms that make use of such 
data to estimate, for each category, the most promising areas to place a relevant ad

{information need}

\
@thatsme

Guys, #MacheteKills is the most awesome movie of 
the year! It surely had @officialDannyT's four Bs: 
bullets, babes, blades, blood and bombs!

preference: user interest profiling
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[Anagnostopoulos et al. ’16]

[Anagnostopoulos et al. ’17]

using tweets as a signal of presence 
along an (unknown) path

presence: gps tags, embedded in Tweets



The OfflineAdvertising Problem

Set of advertising categories I= { Food, Music, Cinema, Fashion, Tech, … }

Set of n non overlapping city zones 

c(z): cost for advertising in 
zone z

expected targ. 
effectiveness of zone for 

cat i
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1) OfflineAdvertising is NP-Hard (Knapsack)

2) What is the targeted effectiveness? How do we evaluate it?
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Set of n non overlapping city zones 

c(z): cost for advertising in 
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expected targ. 
effectiveness of zone for 
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Facts

We consider various proxies for it based on social media data



The OfflineAdvertising Problem: discussion

OfflineAdvertising is NP-Hard (Knapsack)

Assumptions 

• Integral or discretizable costs (natural, for currency-related costs)
• Integral budget B

Solvable with a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm based on DP, runs in                 time and space  

A harder point is represented by the expected targeted effectiveness of a zone

unknown and practically impossible to estimate: 
it would require knowing the interests of passengers and whether they noticed the advertising sign

Unit costs: the greedy algorithm that ranks zones by decreasing effectiveness 
picking the top k is optimal.

We consider various proxies for it based on social media data
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User interest profiling in Twitter

Many approaches in literature, using different data
• tweets by u
• tweets by users followed by u
• other info

name, bio

Bag of words

Topic modeling (LDA)

Entity Matching

We use a technique similar to [Bhattacharya et al. ’14]

Given a user u, we aim to find u's degree of interest towards a pre-specified set of topics

For a user u, we use twitter lists to 
identify the topics of expertise of 
those to whom u has subscribed (his 
followees)

{

• user curated lists: can 
be created and 
subscribed by every 
Twitter user

• usually are used by 
twitter users to classify 
other users into 
containers

name

description

list of members

Twitter lists
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[Chen et al. 10]

[Wagner et al. 12]
[Ramage et al. 13]

[Ghosh et al. 12]



User interest profiling

 Given a user u, we aim to find u's degree of interest towards a prespecified set of topics I

Hollywood

Best singers

Musicians to follow 
and interact with ;)

@JLo

Music celebs

pop
singer

music
songwriter

RnB
pop songsmusician

name:

desc:

added accounts:

films

cinema
actress

movie
golden-globe

movie celebrities

comedy star

name:

name:

Get followed 
users

For each followee f, get all 

his Twitter lists

Hollywood

Best singers

Musicians to follow 
and interact with ;)

@JLo

Music celebs

pop
singer

music
songwriter

RnB
pop songsmusician

name:

desc:

added accounts:

films

cinema
actress

movie
golden-globe

movie celebrities

comedy star

name:

name:

Identify categories of expertise of f 

Derive a (normalized) interest vector 
based on the fraction of followed 
experts for each category 
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Proxies for targeted effectiveness of a zone

PrimaryPol AllPol+

Polarization

Polarization of zone z towards category i: relative portion of users interested in category i that 
the zone z could attract in the future, given the observed users that passed through it.

We model it with a Beta Distribution, with parameters: 

users interested in category i

users not interested in category i

Polarization score

44

We devise various simple scoring algorithms for zones that project interests on zones using geotags
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Data

Collection of all geotagged tweets taken from the Twitter Firehose for Nov-Dec 2013 for 
the city of Milan, Italy

477,913
31,356

users having at least 10 tweets
only users we could profile 5,086 users

5,134 squared cells

I = {Food, Arts, Shopping, Music,Cinema/Entertainment, Technology, Furniture-Design, Sports, Cars & Motors}
Interests/Advertising categories

tweets
users

City zones shapes

1 of our baselines
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Mobile telecommunications usage data (cell resolution), 
providing the measured activity for in/outbound calls



Data: cost of advertising

0
1

2-4
5-10
10+

Task: placing banners in Milan’s public spaces  
for 2 months (obs. period)  regular streets cost   93 EUR

special streets cost 235 EUR

2. Get their polylines using Overpass Turbo API to obtain geographic data from OpenStreetMap

Polyline of Piazza Piemonte, a special street Milan, special streets heatmap

Milan Open Data (comune.milano.it)

1. Get list of special streets

Since we place 1 banner per cell, a cell is special if it intersects at least a special street
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http://comune.milano.it


Experimental setup

For each category i we evaluate our approach performing a 5-fold cross validation over

Baselines

Telco Average daily mobile telecommunication activity per zone (proxy for crowded areas ~ DEC )

AllTweets Total number of tweets per zone

47

We also considered other metrics, like Precision, Recall, MAP, and solutions overlap (Jaccard).

= set of users with positive interest in category i
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Experimental setup

For each category i we evaluate our approach performing a 5-fold cross validation over

between categories i and j

Baselines

Telco Average daily mobile telecommunication activity per zone (proxy for crowded areas)

AllTweets Total number of tweets per zone
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Results
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Results: diversity of solutions
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Results: diversity of solutions
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apriori interest vectors 
correlation matrix 

(Pearson’s r)



Anecdotal results

Computer Eng.
Politecnico di Milano

MUSIC

TECH

SPORTS

FOOD

Via Dezza
sport camps

InKitchen Loft 
cooking classes

Mediolanum Forum
concert-hall, basketball/volley 

stadium, sports area

Fiera di Milano
trade exhibition/

events

Triennale di Milano
art museum /events venue

Rock & Roll Pub
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Milan: Top 10 zones for all categories (algorithm All)
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Conclusions and future works

We have analyzed various problems in contexts where mining preferences of users helps decision making, and 
has direct impact on real world applications.

Data-driven perspective: this type of analyses needs new modeling approaches to models and algorithmic 
techniques.
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• We defined new general models for cultural dynamics in presence of both influence and selection. 

First experimental validation of a nontrivial macroscopic model on real-world datasets, where we have 
found that Cultural Hypercube predicts short-term evolution quite closely.
Extensions

supporting ingress and egress of users in time
time-varying parameters, as a response to internal and external events. 
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Future work might focus on other similarity measures and collecting data sets with insertions and deletions. 
Streaming benchmarks typically consist only of a final data set and are therefore inherently insertion-only. 

• We developed a compression scheme that supports a locality-sensitive hashing scheme for rational-set 
similarities with provable guarantees.

Simple to implement, requires limited independence, drastically outperforms previous approaches in case of 
deletions.

• We defined new general models for cultural dynamics in presence of both influence and selection. 

First experimental validation of a nontrivial macroscopic model on real-world datasets, where we have 
found that Cultural Hypercube predicts short-term evolution quite closely.
Extensions

supporting ingress and egress of users in time
time-varying parameters, as a response to internal and external events. 
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53

• We presented an approach that leverages the use of only publicly available data from social media for 
characterizing city zones based on user interests. 

We also present a set of algorithms for exploiting such characterization for targeted outdoor advertising, 
taking into consideration advertising costs. 

The approach outperforms natural baselines, and a targeted selection of ad placement can result in a better 
use of resources.

Conclusions and future works (cont’d)
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• We presented an approach that leverages the use of only publicly available data from social media for 
characterizing city zones based on user interests. 

We also present a set of algorithms for exploiting such characterization for targeted outdoor advertising, 
taking into consideration advertising costs. 

The approach outperforms natural baselines, and a targeted selection of ad placement can result in a better 
use of resources.

Conclusions and future works (cont’d)

Work in this direction benefits small- or medium-size companies or non profit organizations.

Yet, in-field experiments to collect independent data that is able to link people movements to preferences 
are indeed needed. 

Furthermore, our approach can have other applications, such as tourism.

Direct extensions:
     allowing different budgets per location, multiple advertising signs per zone,..
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